
Remember to give your monster eyes - just
above the teeth. Once dry, attach tab 1
to side 1 using glue and/or tape.

project MONST ERS!  by SUZIE BRAT T

Choose you wings and ears and carefully
cut out your monster pieces. The letters
on the template tell you where to put 
your pieces.

If possible, use a knife to cut along the dotted
lines inside the shape. If you dont have a knife
you can fold the tab over and stick it on the
outside - we will show you how later.

Now it’s time to decorate! You can paint/
draw on both sides but remember the 
printout will be inside your monster.

 

Slot the wings and ears in where we made
holes earlier, or if you did not cut the
openings with a knife, bend the tab back
and glue or stick them onto the outside.

Feed a piece of string through the hole and tie
a knot on the end inside your monster or tape/
glue a piece of string to your monsters head
ready to hang!

Repeat for sides 2, 3 and 4.
 

If you want to hang your monster, make a
small hole on the cross near the ear holes
with your rubber and a sharp pencil.

Fold inwards along the solid lines.. We have
marked them here as long dotted lines.
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Page One!

Materials List: 

Glue!
Scissors!
Knife?!
Paint/Pen!
Card or cardboard!
Tape!
Monster printouts (One on paper and one on white card card, one on coloured card?)!
Pencil and rubber!

Notes: 

Could we print two monsters? One on thin card to be made without sticking on to anything and 
one on paper to be stuck on to something? White card is best for decoration!!
(The printout monster is easier than the monster stuck onto cardboard)!

Should I include the parts cut with a knife or is there a better way to do this? Would it be safer just 
to glue them on the outside?!
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Why not try . . .
OTHER SHAPES AND OPTIONS. . .
 . . . 

WHAT CAN YOU MAKE WITH YOUR LEFT OVER MATERIALS? 

WHAT CAN YOU MAKE WITH YOUR ART KIT BAG?

WHAT YOU NEED TO MAKE  YOUR DIFFERENT MONSTERS

WHAT YOU NEED TO CREAT E YOUR MONST ER HOME

Materials you will need:
Sissors, paintsticks, paints, pens, pencil, rubber
Monster box template and some coloured or white card

Maybe a bat wing or an imaginary
monster wing?

2. Try making different ears
go a crazy as you like!

3. What about some tenticles or
even a wild crazy tail? 4. Try using different coloured card for each ear or adding

different patterns to the wings to make your monster truly
unique. Other materials like thin foam can also be used.

Decorate you monster bits any way you like.

5. Carefully cut all your pieces out and assemble
your new monster.

Stick down your flaps and tabs.
Well Done excellent work!

WHAT YOU NEED TO MAKE  WIT H YOUR OT HER MONST ER
1. You can add anythingyou like

to the basic shape of your monster!
Why not try making your own wings

WHAT YOU NEED TO MAKE  WIT H YOUR LEF TOVERS1. Does your monster need a new hat?

Materials you will need:
Sissors, paintsticks, paints, pens, pencil, rubber
Monster box template and some left over coloured or
white card

2. What about a crown? 

3. does your monster
have a sidekick? 

5. Decorate and cut out you extras from your leftover
cardboard. Stick them on or hang

them on string around your monster!

4. What else can you hang around
your monster!

6. Stick them on or hang
them on string

around
your monster!

W

1. Try making a backdrop home for your
monster out of your Art Kit bag.
Frist carefully cut your bag
along each side.

2. Lay you bag out and smooth it flat.
Think about the type of home your monster might live in.

Maybe a forest?

Materials you will need:
Sissors, paintsticks, paints, pens and your
Art kit bag

3. or does your monster live
in the clouds?

4. Possibly even on the moon?
It can live anywhere you like have fun
decorating it’s home and be creative!
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Share o
n

FACEBOOK!

Share y
our awesome artwork

on our faceb
ook galler

y

@studiomera
kibristol

and see w
hat ot

hers

have b
een

up to! 

    

Teacher’s Skills:

HELPFUL LINKS :
Go to or website 

 www.studiomeraki.org
 - Full project video of Amy

making her owl puppet.

Do you follow?
childrensscrapstore on facebook? 

They have  some GREAT ideas on 

how to make + play. 

Create and Play!
You could make a whole flock of monsters and hang

them above your bed in a rainbow of colour!
Do they have names? Any super powers?

Make up a personality and backstory for your monster.
Monster’s make great friends and guardians! 

     This week’s project will have built your child’s:

Fine motor skills including cutting and glueing

- Constructing an object

- Understanding of three dimensional shapes

- Storytelling and Imagination! Who is their monster and

where do they come from? Customising the design and

bringing it to life will encourage imaginative

thinking and narrative creation. 
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